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April 5, 2013 

By Electronic Mail 

 

Legal Policy Section 

Antitrust Division 

U.S. Department of Justice 
th

450 5  Street NW, Suite 11700 

Washington, DC  20001 

ATR.LPS-PAEPublicComments@usdoj.gov 

 

RE: SIIA Comments on the Impacts of Patent Assertion Entity Activities on 

Innovation and Competition 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

The Software & Information Industry Association (“SIIA”) appreciates the opportunity to 

submit comments to the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and the Department of Justice 

on the impacts of Patent Assertion Entity activities on innovation and competition.  SIIA files 

the following comments on behalf of itself and its members. 

 

SIIA is the principal U.S. trade association for the software and digital content industries.  

With over 700 member companies SIIA is the largest association of software and content 

publishers in the country.  Our members range from start-up firms to some of the largest and 

most recognizable corporations in the world.  SIIA member companies are leading providers 

of, among other things: 

 

• software publishing, graphics, and photo editing tools 

• corporate database and data processing software 

• financial trading and investing services, news, and commodities 

• exchanges 

• online legal information and legal research tools 

• protection against software viruses and other threats 

• education software and online education services 

• open source software 

• and many other products and services in the digital content industries. 

 

The innovative companies that make up SIIA’s membership rely upon patent protection to 

protect their inventions, but also depend upon the ability to manufacture, develop, and sell 

their products free from improper assertions of patent rights.  Consequently, SIIA’s members 
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are involved in patent litigation as both patentees and accused infringers; they cannot be 

categorized as generally plaintiffs or generally defendants. 

 

SIIA members have benefited from owning thousands of patents.  Yet they also rely on the 

boundaries to patent protection, as these boundaries preserve and protect their ability to 

innovate.  As such, SIIA’s collective membership sits at the crossroads of the countervailing 

interests in the ongoing debate on patent litigation reform and the evolving patent 

marketplace.   

 

One of the most significant problems facing the patent system and innovation more generally 

is the growing amount of litigation being brought by companies that do not innovate, make or 

sell anything, but exist simply to buy patents from others for the sole purpose of suing 

legitimate companies for patent infringement.
1
  Abusive patent lawsuits from these Patent 

Assertion Entities (PAEs) are a tremendous blight on innovation and competition.  Studies 

have shown that the abusive lawsuits brought by PAEs have cost the U.S. economy $500 

billion over the last twenty years.
2
  The direct costs of PAE assertions are more than $29 

billion annually, which have doubled from 2009 to 2011 and represent a 400% increase since 

2005.
3
  There are also the various indirect costs to businesses such as diversion of resources, 

delays in new products, and loss of market share.  These indirect costs must not be 

discounted merely because they are more difficult to quantify.  

 

In the past four years, publicly-traded operating companies have lost over $80 billion per 

year due to PAE activities.
4
  Litigation costs can range from less than $1 million to more than 

$5 million.
5
  At $6.9 million the median damage award paid out to a PAE is about twice as 

much as the median award ($3.7 million) paid to an operating company.
6
  The average PAE 

                                                           
1
  As explained in the announcement for the FTC/DOJ PAE workshop, PAEs are distinguished from legitimate 

entities that own patents but do not make or sell the underlying patented technologies, such as universities, in 

that PAEs earn all or the majority of their revenues from patent litigation. 

 
2
  See James Bessen, Jennifer Ford, and Michael J. Meurer, The Private and Social Costs of Patent Trolls, 

Boston University School of Law (Winter 2011-2012) at http://www.cato.org/doc-

download/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2012/5/v34n4-1.pdf  (stating that “[w]e find that NPE 

lawsuits are associated with half a trillion dollars of lost wealth to defendants from 1990 through 2010.”) 

 
3
  See James Bessen and Michael J. Meurer, The Direct Costs from NPE Disputes, Boston University School of 

Law (June 28, 2012) at 

http://www.bu.edu/law/faculty/scholarship/workingpapers/documents/BessenJ MeurerM062512rev062812.pdf  

 
4
  See The Private and Social Costs of Patent Trolls at 26. 

 
5
  Jim Kerstetter, How much is that patent lawsuit going to cost you? (April 5, 2012) at 

http://news.cnet.com/8301-32973 3-57409792-296/how-much-is-that-patent-lawsuit-going-to-cost-you/.  

 
6
  See PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Patent Litigation Study at www.patentprogress.org.  
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settlement costs small or medium sized companies $1.33 million and large companies $7.27 

million.
7
 

 

Because the PAE business model can be profitable the problem has gotten significantly 

worse as the number of PAE lawsuits rises exponentially.  Between 2001 and 2011 PAE 

litigation increased 500%
8
 and in 2012 PAEs filed an astonishing 62% of all patent suits 

filed.
 9

  Most of those suits are being brought against innovative high-tech companies and 

their customers that form the backbone of the U.S. economy.  PAE litigation in the high tech 

industries represented 75% of all active patent litigation matters in those industries.
10

 

 

Having established the extent to which the PAE business model threatens competition in 

innovative industries, we move to the specific PAE practices that cause such problems in the 

first place.  PAEs are masters at abusing and manipulating the patent system.  They find 

flaws in the patent system and exploit them to their advantage and the disadvantage of the 

innovative industries, their customers and the public.  One way PAEs abuse the system is by 

purchasing multiple weak, vague and/or older patents and then threatening serial enforcement 

actions and demanding portfolio-wide licenses.
11

  This approach allows the PAE to extract 

money from their victims through the enforcement of weak or likely-invalid patents.  As a 

PAE adds more and more patents to its portfolio, the incentive for their victims to defend 

themselves in litigation diminishes to a point where the only rational response is to capitulate 

to the PAE’s demands.  If a company does not submit to the PAE’s demand and agree to a 

license, the PAE may threaten a series of enforcement actions.  For example, PAEs who have 

aggregated large number of patents may claim that a company infringed hundreds of patents, 

                                                           
7
  Neuro Bonkers, The Meteoric Ascent of the Patent Troll and the Devastating Consequences for Innovation, 

Scientific American (December 5, 2012) at http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/2012/12/05/the-

meteoric-ascent-of-the-patent-troll-and-the-devastating-consequences-for-innovation/ . 

 
8
  See Anne Kelley, Practicing in the Patent Marketplace, University of Chicago Law Review (April 29, 2011) 

at https://lawreview.uchicago.edu/sites/lawreview.uchicago.edu/files/uploads/78.1/78-1-

Practicing%20in%20the%20Patent%20Marketplace-Kelley.pdf.  

 
9
  See Tracking PAE Activity: A Post-script to the DOJ Review at 

http://www rpxcorp.com/index.cfm?pageid=14&itemid=29  (adding that PAE suits also account for 59% of all 

patent defendants) 

 
10

  See Gene Quinn, Patent Litigation Study Discusses Dealing with NPEs (IP Watchdog April 17, 2012) at 

http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2012/04/17/patent-litigation-study-discusses-dealing-with-npes/id=24230/ . 

 
11

  See Tom Ewing & Robin Feldman, The Giants Among Us, 2012 Stan. Tech. L. Rev. 1 at 

http://stlr.stanford.edu/pdf/feldman-giants-among-us.pdf  (stating that a successful PAE “is likely the one that 

frightens the greatest number of companies in the most terrifying way.  In fact, a potentially successful approach 

might be to use a large number of patents of questionable value acquired cheaply and mixed in with a handful of 

strong ones.”) 
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but then only assert a few of those patents while holding back others in order to threatened 

subsequent suits.
12

  

 

This problem is exacerbated by another flaw in the patent system.  Under the present system 

it is too easy for PAE’s to hide behind legal fictions and not identify themselves as a Real-

Party-in-Interest (RPI) of their patents.  Partnerships, LLCs, subsidiaries, and other legal 

entities can hold and assert patent rights while the connection between these entities and their 

corporate parents is often unknown or obscure to the public.  Importantly, this secrecy makes 

it very difficult to determine what patents a PAE owns, to know whether a patent is owned by 

a party from which the prospective licensee has already been granted a license, and to 

determine the ultimate economic beneficiary of any monies obtained through infringed 

claims demands or suits.  It also allows a PAE to increase its market power by acquiring a 

portfolio containing substitute patents that would have been competing technologies if owned 

by a different entity.  This dynamic, in conjunction with there being no requirement that 

patent transfers be recorded with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office or elsewhere, creates 

an environment that is ripe for abuse and gamesmanship.  It allows PAEs to effectively 

“hide” their patent portfolio to the detriment of their prey.  

 

The availability of complete, current and accurate RPI information would help (actual and 

potential) litigants make informed decisions on settlement and result in greater efficiencies in 

litigation.  It’s difficult for a party to make an informed decision whether to settle if they do 

not really know who they are dealing with or what they are actually getting in the 

settlement.
13

 

 

Another flaw being exploited by PAEs is the existing asymmetry in the cost of litigation.  

PAEs have no cost for R&D, no cost for marketing or sales, no employees and no facilities.  

They add nothing to the economy.  They simply exist to sue.  When they sue legitimate 

companies that actually employ people, sell products, and provide services, there is a 

significant imbalance in the cost of that litigation. 

 

The PAE business model is to make the litigation as expensive and disruptive as possible to 

force the legitimate company to settle.  They request millions of documents, electronic and 

                                                           
12

  See When Patents Attack, NPR (July 22, 2011) also 

http://www.npr.org/blogs/money/2011/07/26/138576167/when-patents-attack.  See also Rachel King, Acacia: 

The Company Tech Loves to Hate, Business Week (February 1, 2010) at 

http://www.businessweek.com/stories/2010-02-01/acacia-the-company-tech-loves-to-hatebusinessweek-

business-news-stock-market-and-financial-advice.  (noting that some PAEs have over 30,000 patents and target 

acquisitions in popular technology clusters.  For example, Acacia Research Corporation owns over 250 patent 

portfolios and has brought at least 337 patent-related lawsuits in the last 18 years.) 

 
13

  The availability of complete, current and accurate RPI information will also reduce discovery costs, such as 

costs relating to prior art searches and owner identification, an d have several other advantages.  See SIIA 

Comments to USPTO on Real-Party-In-Interest (January 28, 2013) at 

http://siia.net/index.php?option=com docman&task=doc download&gid=3918&Itemid=318.  
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otherwise, and schedule multiple depositions.  They can do this with impunity as PAEs have 

few, if any, documents to produce or witnesses to be deposed.  And if they lose, there is 

virtually no downside to the PAE given the currently high standard under current law 

awarding costs to a defendant.  This asymmetry in the cost of litigating the case is a major 

factor in forcing legitimate companies to settle the lawsuits.  Even if the legitimate company 

would ultimately win the case, they often settle as it is the lower cost option.  Unfortunately, 

this simply encourages the filing of even more PAE suits and prevents bad patents from 

being challenged in litigation. 

 

Another relatively new PAE tactic that attempts to take advantage of the asymmetry in 

discovery costs is the practice of suing a high-tech company’s customers, as opposed to the 

company itself.
14

  In fact, one study stated that 55% of unique PAE defendants make $10 

million or less in revenue, and 66% make less than $100 million a year.
15

  These suits settle 

for significantly less than if the PAE were to sue the operating company because the 

customers have no interest in contesting the PAE’s claims.  However, because settlements 

can be reached quickly and with hundreds of customers at one time (while the PAE expends 

little money and resources to settle the case) the PAE is able to extract similar money from 

its patents as if it were to sue the operating company itself.  Because the operating company 

must indemnify its customers under the terms of their agreement, the upshot of these tactics 

is that the operating company is unable to challenge the patent and ends up paying as much 

in total damages as if were a defendant in the case, while at the same time likely straining its 

relationship with its customers.  

 

The operating company will often attempt to intervene in the case, but such efforts are often 

unsuccessful.  Even when the operating company is able to intervene, the suit does not go 

away but rather morphs into a new, more expensive suit.  And because the company’s 

customers can be located anywhere the company often finds itself battling numerous suits in 

numerous jurisdictions simultaneously at significant expense and time. 

 

The economic imbalance of these abusive litigation behaviors needs to be corrected so that 

patent disputes can be resolved based on the merits of the case, not on the cost of the 

litigation.  Patent trolls lose the vast majority of all lawsuits actually brought to trial.  Studies 

                                                           
14

  See Colleen Chien, Patent Trolls by the Numbers, PatentlyO Blog (March 14, 2013) at 

http://www.patentlyo.com/patent/2013/03/chien-patent-

trolls.html?utm source=feedburner&utm medium=email&utm campaign=Feed%3A+PatentlyO+%28Dennis+

Crouch%27s+Patently-O%29 (stating that “As the numbers of impacted companies and industries continues to 

grow, don’t be surprised if the ranks of those who support curbing most egregious litigation abuses – the 

practices of going after end-users, rather than manufacturers and extracting from small companies nuisance-

based rather than value-based settlements – continues to swell as well.”) 

 
15

  Id.  
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have shown that when cases go to trial, PAEs win a mere 9.2% of the time.
16

  Another recent 

study found that when PAE suits proceed to judgment on the merits, PAEs lose 92% of the 

time.
17

  As then FTC-Chairman Jon Leibowitz observed “even if you are not bowled over, it 

is clear that the time has come to address PAE activity and its possible costs to civil 

society.”
18

  Removing the cost imbalance will help address the problem by leveling the 

playing field between legitimate companies and PAEs and force PAEs to more carefully 

consider both the merits and the economics of pursuing litigation. 

 

Addressing the problems resulting from the litigation cost imbalance is not a silver bullet 

solution.  There are steps that the high-tech community and the federal government should 

take to fight back against the abusive practices of PAEs.  Joint conduct and enforcement 

actions by high-tech companies could reduce costs associated with litigating PAE suits.  

Examples of joint conduct that may benefit consumers and overcome collective action 

problem, include mutual agreements to disarm PAEs, joint efforts to purchase patents to keep 

them away from PAEs, and joint agreements among operating companies to negotiate with 

PAEs through defensive patent aggregators.  

  

Joint conduct and enforcement actions against PAEs by industry can only go so far.  The 

PAE problem has grown at an alarming pace.  The costs PAEs inflict on innovative 

industries, startups and consumers continue to mount.  PAEs’ actions harm competition, and 

potentially violate antitrust laws.
19

  We need the Federal Government to step in and follow 

through on the pledge to address the problem made by President Obama last month.
20

  At 

minimum, the PTO needs to step up its quality program metrics so that there are 

demonstrable fewer poor quality  patents. 

 

We urge the Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice to act.  For its part, the 

FTC should continue to bring attention to the critically important issues raised in its 2011 

report.  In particular, the FTC should continue to advocate for reforms to address: oversized 

patent damage awards, asymmetry in patent litigation costs, flaws in the patent assignment 

system and rampant functional claiming in high-tech patents.  Due to the murky nature of 

PAE activities and the dearth of publicly available information on their activities, the FTC 

                                                           
16

  See Mike Masnick, Vast Majority Of Software Patents In Lawsuits Lose (Sept. 24, 2010) at 

http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20100924/02132911143/vast-majority-of-software-patents-in-lawsuits-

lose.shtml  

 
17

  John R. Allison, Mark A. Lemley, and Joshua Walker, Patent Quality and Settlement Among Repeat 

Patent Litigants, 99 GEO. L.J. 677, 694 (2011). 

 
18

  See Opening Remarks of FTC Chairman Jon Leibowitz at the FTC/DOJ Patent Assertion Entity Workshop  

(Dec. 10, 2012) at http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/leibowitz/121210paeworkshop.pdf. 
19

  Under certain circumstances the FTC may also be able to take action under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 

Section 7 of the Clayton Act and/or Section 5 of the FTC Act. 

 
20

  See http://www.siia net/blog/index.php/page/4/.  
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should also conduct a 6(b) study in order to better understand the ways in which patent trolls 

violate the antitrust laws and harm innovation and competition. 

 

In closing, we would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.  If you 

have questions regarding these comments or would like any additional information please 

feel free to contact Keith Kupferschmid, SIIA’s General Counsel and Senior Vice President 

of Intellectual Property, at (202) 789-4442 or keithk@siia.net. 

 
 

Ken Wasch 

President, SIIA 




